Square Foot Gardening Part 1: Acting Out Plants and Designing
Your Own Garden Bed
Grade Level

35

Setting

Indoor

Subject Area

Science, Math

Description

Students act out the different amounts of space that different vegetables take
up on a grid on the floor that acts as a garden bed layout. Then, students take
this knowledge and apply it to a worksheet with a similar grid and design their
dream garden bed. Finally, students answer questions about area and
perimeter of their garden beds and of each plant in their garden design.

Objective

Students will understand that different vegetables need different amounts of
space to grow, and will be able to apply that to designing a garden bed. They
will also be able to calculate the perimeter and area of a garden bed.

Overarching Question

How does a garden grow?

Key Question

What makes vegetables different?

Key Words

Area, perimeter, garden bed

Estimated Prep Time

30 minutes

Teaching Time

45 minutes

Materials

●
●
●
●

Teacher Background

This lesson focuses on the following vegetables: cucumbers, tomatoes,
zucchini, carrots, and cabbage. The fruiting plants (cucumbers, tomatoes, and
zucchini) tend to take up the most space, because each plant has multiple fruits
that grow in addition to all the other parts of the plant (root, stem, leaf),
whereas carrots and cabbage we usually harvest before the flower or fruit, so
they do not grow as big. In addition, cucumbers take up the most space in the
garden because they are a vine that spreads out. If given a trellis, they can
climb vertically and take up less space, but otherwise, they will spread far and
wide. Tomatoes and zucchini are medium sized plants, taking up about four
square feet.

Masking tape to create 8 x 3’ grid on floor
Glue
Garden grid worksheets
Cut outs of vegetables

In Square Foot Gardening part two, we will “zoom in” on a single square foot of
carrots and see that you can actually fit nine carrots in a square foot, but for

the purposes of this activity, we will just use a picture of a single carrot to
represent 1 square foot.
Preparation

● Print out grid worksheets.
● Print out mini plant labels and cut them up, enough for each student to
have a variety of plants to choose from for their garden bed designs.
● Arrange masking tape on floor to create an 8x3’ grid

Class Discussion

When plants grow, do they all look alike? How are they different? (
where they
live, shape, how fast they grow, how much space they take up
). Introduce each
vegetable and ask students if they have a guess how much relative space each
plant needs.

Procedure

Part One: Acting Out Plants
1. Explain to students that in a garden bed, sometimes it is useful to divide
your bed into square feet to maximize the space that you can plant.
2. Look at the grid on the floor that is your “garden bed” and demonstrate
to students how to act out each vegetable taking up different amounts
of space. Have everyone practice with you:
a. Carrots and Cabbage: the smallest plants; stand up tall and
straight and try to take up as little room as possible
b. Tomatoes and Zucchini: medium plants, spread your legs and
arms apart to take up a little more room
c. Cucumber: the largest plants, they really sprawl out and spread
all over the ground, so we can get down on all fours and try to
spread out as far as possible
d. This is how much space each of our plants will occupy (it might
be helpful to write these numbers on the board as a guide):
i.
Cucumbers: 9 square feet
ii.
Tomatoes: 4 square feet
iii.
Zucchini: 4 square feet
iv.
Carrots: 1 square foot
v.
Cabbage: 1 square foot
e. Note
: Be sure students understand that these plants should all
be squareshaped. In other words, your nine square feet of
cucumber should be a 3x3 square, not a 9x1 rectangle. A good
chance to practice multiplication!
3. Call up a group of 710 students and assign them vegetables to act out,
and have them work as a team to fill up the entire garden bed grid.
a. Use these formations to ensure a bed is filled entirely:
i.
10 students (use the whole 8x3’ bed)
1. 1 cucumber
2. 1 tomato
3. 1 zucchini
4. 3 carrots
5. 4 cabbages
ii.
9 students (cover up the last two rows to make it a 6x3’
bed)
1. 2 tomatoes
2. 1 zucchini

Part One:

Part Two:

3. 3 carrots
4. 3 cabbages
iii.
7 students (cover up the last row to make it a 7x3’ bed)
1. 1 cucumber
2. 1 tomato
3. 1 zucchini
4. 2 carrots
5. 2 cabbages
iv.
6 students (cover up half the bed to make it a 4x3’ bed)
1. 1 tomato
2. 1 zucchini
3. 2 carrots
4. 2 cabbages
Part Two: Design Your Own Garden Bed
1. Each student gets a sheet of paper to design their own garden bed. They
may choose a blank grid sheet to design their own size beds, or use the
predesigned pages (which includes a 4x7’ and a 8x3’ bed).
2. Pass out the vegetable cutouts and have students arrange the
vegetables on their garden bed. Tell students to design their beds first,
making sure they have all the plants they want and that there is no
empty space, before gluing
3. Glue all pieces into place
4. Guide students through answering questions on the next page about
area and perimeter of the garden beds, and the number of plants and
total area of each plant. Make sure students show their work!

Wrap Up

What would happen if we just dumped a packet of seeds on the ground? Why
would we want to plan our garden?

Suggested Harvest of
the Month Food Pairing

Carrots in December

Source

Lianna Bowman and Meghan McDermott, inspired in part by 
The Growing
Classroom
“Inch By Inch” lesson.

